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on the season, these flyers popped up all around
the NMSU campus and around town in that hellhole that we know as Las Cruces.
While the flyer itself is mind-blowing enough,
what with the detailed graphic on the right that
is blacked out and the straight forward choice in
language, the concept is equally intriguing.
Really, did this information and idea have
to be presented in the form of flyers around
campus??? Is there really that big of a line of
girls waiting to get with football players at New
Mexico State? Could a simple mass-text not have
done the job? Or maybe a couple similar status
updates on Facebook conveying this idea?
But then again, this is the same university that
bails a player out of jail so he can suit up that
night, and suspends a player for only one game
for passing out drunk behind the wheel of a car
(at the age of 19).
God bless you New Mexico State. You never
seem to let us down.

While you were at The Howl, the
offense threw up 42 in one half

Seriously, this stuff could not be made
up. And seriously, only New Mexico St.

I hate to be the guy in the media (if you’d call
this media) who is pointing fingers at members
of the team or coaching staff, but seriously Dave
Baldwin... What the hell!?!?!
Two of Utah State’s four highest point totals
this season have come in games against a top-25
opponent in Oklahoma and Nevada. Was it a
“nothing to lose” mentality that contributed to
this? Why is it that the offense (which was the No.
12 best offense in the country last year) is able to
move the ball and put up points against defenses
like Oklahoma, but Louisiana Tech and San Diego State stuff everything we put out there.
Again, not to be “finger pointing media guy”,
but Baldwin’s play calling against the non-power
teams has been suspect at best. Open the offense up for hell’s sake and trust the system in
which you coach. The team is better off for it, and
at the very least you could effectively utilize Diondre Borel, who, if you haven’t noticed, is about
as good as any quarterback in the country when
the offense lets him do his thing. Rant over.

What you see pictured above was a campuswide effort put forth by female (we hope) students to boycott any and all sexual relations with
the New Mexico State football players until they
actually won a game.
Sorry to throw something so explicit in such
an upstanding newsletter such as this, but really,
when news like this falls into your lap, you’ve got
to capitalize on it.
To give the quick rundown, after New Mexico
State’s 59-0 loss to Boise State to drop them to 0-4
For real, somebody has somebody with a piece of paper
and too much time on their hands
got to take this thing
has to say, it would be a shame to
The Bull Sheet just wither and die
over next year.
after only two seasons. So one of
you freshman or sophomores out
Two seasons in, and just
there need to step up and take
when it seems like a person or
this thing over next season.
two might actually care what

Visit The Bull Sheet’s sponsor at…

The internet’s number one source for t-shirts, jokes,
and embarrassing photos for everything anti-BYU.

Utah State

(2-6)

VS.
(2-6)

New Mexico State
Bull Sheet scouting report
A game preview

Yes, we really beat them 47-2 the last time
they were here, and yes, we really lost to
them last year in what I think many people remember primarily as the “holy s*** just give
the ball to Turbin on 3rd down” game.
Not to be too overly critical of the offensive
play calling in this issue, but it is indeed
currently a concern. Dave Baldwin’s offense
works, and rather well when it’s actually
spread out and opened up.
Simply put, if Utah State opens things up
today, it could be a repeat of the dominance
we saw in that 47-2 game two years ago. If
not, this one will likely be a game throughout
three quarters or so.
New Mexico State currently ranks at No.
113 in total offense and No. 115 in total
defense.
In other words, they really really suck,
and if Utah State brings the same offense to
Romney Stadium that put up 42 points in the
It’s very simple, you write
second half against Nevada, this game will
mean things about visiting teams never be close.
(see below), and try to coordiSadly, that second half against Nevada was
nate some ideas with the crowd.
the first time our Aggies have looked at all
There’s not much else to it. So one like a good football since the win over BYU,
of you reading this, e-mail the_re- and it’s been a loooooong month since then if
fraction@hotmail.com and put
you’re a football fan. It’d be nice to remember
your name into consideration.
what it feels like to dominate the hell out of a
team again.

Things you will never overhear at a New
Mexico State home football game
In the next Bull Sheet...
- “The team looks great this year!”
- “I just love the beautiful scenery surrounding
this stadium.”
- “This crowd is insane!”
- “Touchdown Aggies”
- “That’s one classy looking female.”
- “No, my house isn’t a trailer.”

- Robert Turbin fulfills the prophecy of the
one who will bring balance to The Force.
- Girls on USU campus continue boycott
of Bull Sheet staff while never requiring
flyers to get the message across.
- Final home game for Bull Sheet founder/
That asshole who’s always yelling in front,
a.k.a. Fafner.... Yeah, I’m finally graduating.

The Bull-Sheet is an independent and satirical publication run and paid for by students of Utah State University. For the sake of parody, satire, and laughter, the writings in this newsletter may not be entirely factual, and in some cases blatantly untrue. This publication is not associated with or authorized by Intercollegiate Athletics, Utah State University, the Western Athletic Conference, or the NCAA. The thoughts expressed in this publication do not reflect those of the entities aforementioned. All logos and trademarks in this newsletter are the
property of their respective owner(s).
If for any reason you are offended by what we write, enjoy your miserable life of hating the very world you live in. If you insist on complaining
to us, please understand that we likely will not care that you were offended and will likely do nothing to make amends. Please send comments, complaints, suggestions, or paypal
donations to the_refraction@hotmail.com (we feel no need for a whole new e-mail for this). Also visit us on Facebook. Download at www.usustats.com/bullsheet

